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INTRODUCTION TO THE INDEX

Background:

New Brunswick was over 100 years old when the first
legislation was passed requiring the civil
registration of births arid deaths: An Act to
Provide for the Reqistration of Births. Deaths. and
Marriaqes (50 Victoria, Ch.V) was passed on April
5, 1887. The registration of marriages had been
required since 1812, but such registration was
repealed and reconstituted in the 1887 Act which
came into force on January 1, 1888.
Administratively, the Provincial Secretary was
denoted as Registrar General of vital statistics
and Division Registrars were established in the
Registration Divisions, which were defined as "each
county and the City and County of Saint John".

The system for the registration was revamped in
1920 when vital Statistics was brought under the
newly created Department of Health. At that time,
all registers created between 1888 and 1919 were to
be forwarded to the Registrar of vital statistics.
Some Deputy Registrars kept and continued to use
the registers, but most complied. Thus, the
registers created were transferred to vital
statistics in Fredericton which transferred them to
the Archives in 1991 and 1992.
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Birth Registers Described:

The registers which are designat~
Provincial Archives as "RS141 A2/1 Coun ~ Q at the
of Births" are those which were created Y Registers
the 1887 legislation discussed above. Pursuant to
the registers contain the name of the Generally
date of birth, place of birth, fat~, sex
father's occupation, mother's ma~s nam.g'
informant's name and address, name of ~ na~ '
county of reqistration, registration ~c<:oucheur'
reqistration number. However, not a1..::t <:l~te, and
were filled in with the same degree of ~egisters

thoroughness: some have less informati (7::)~CC::'lracyor
Act required and some have more. The d~ 1:: than the
underlined above were transcribed and .:t ct elements
the computerized Index. tlcJuded in

Sadly, not a~l of the registers have bee~
Missing are the following: located.

Westmorland County 1888-1919: (unQo
several registers because MOnct~btedly
be included) 00 ~ould

Sunbury County 1888-1919: (probably
register) ane

Madawaska County 1888-1909: (one regt
st. John County 1899-1905: (one regt~~teL). ' e~

Whether these registers have been lost f
are yet to be found, is not known. J..fQ't:everor
located later, they will be added tQ al1yare

l1.2./1 and
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Transcription and Indexing project:

indexed. Nonetheless, their absence now leaves a
very noticeable gap in this Index.

Researchers may find it useful to know the number
of births registered for each county:

I(.r}O( /2-

ALL CHILDREN, FATHERS & MOTHERS
In this column, arranged alphabetically,
are the names of everyone in the family
·unit relating to births before 1900. The
name in this column is repeated in the
column showing whether this person is the
child, father, or mother. This approach
was used to produce the Index to ensure
that not only the children appear by
surname, but that the parents also appear
in ,'the same index. It was deemed
especially desireable to index the name
of' the mother, especially for records
covering a time period when most indexes
ignored the females.

Much effort was expended to ensure
accuracy in transcribing the names of the
child, mother and father, but researchers
should note that there are many errors in
the registers themselves, and that
variant spellinqs should be checked as a
matter of course. In many cases, only

Data Elements and Transcription criteria:

The following are the elements added to the Index
from the registers, with explanation of the
transcription criteria used throughout the Project.
The order below follows the order of the columns in
the print-out:

earliest birth
1813
1812
1843
1801
1804
1829
1819
1838
1839
1850
1868
1844
1818

total births
14,882
3,171
3,585
4,619
3,017

10,239
6,458

10,156
3,143
2,736

3
3,683
12,418

County
st. John
Charlotte
Queens
Kings
Albert
Kent
Northumberland
York
Carleton
victoria
Madawaska
Restigouche
Gloucester

with the resources of both vital statistics Branch
and the Provincial Archives, every pre-1900 birth
in the registers was transcribed and used to build
the Index which contains just over 78,100 birth
registrations. Of course by indexing all children,
all mothers, and all fathers, the size of the final
index tripled, but so also did its research value.
The entire Index totals more that 6200 pages and is
available on microfilm.
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BIRTHDATE
This is the date of birth registered for
the child. It is indicated in the style
of "day-month-year". Dashes are used to
indicate missing data elements. Most of
the births recorded occurred .in the
latter part of the century, but a
considerable number pre-date 1850. The

CHILD
This column includes the name of the
child whose birth is being registered.
In some cases, the given name of the
child is not in the register; this is
indicated by the five dashes (-----). In
those cases where the surname of the
child differs from both the surname of
the father and the mother, it was indexed
as it appeared. However, where there was
unclarity in the surname, the child was
indexed under both possibilities; knowing
that although one possibility was
incorrect, the other was probably
accurate. This latter problem arose most
often when it could not be determined if
the second name of the child was the
middle name or surname.
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parts of names remain in those registers
which have sustained much damage from
over-use, but where those parts were
legible, they have been transcribed, with
dashes (---) indicating missing letters.
Where no name (surname or given) exists,
five dashes (-----) were used to indicate
this fact. Where the transcriber has
filled in a part of a name using other
evidence (another entry in the register,
for example), an asterisk (*) following
the entry indicates this.

Although there are many obvious
discrepancies in the registers, the
temptation to edit was strictly resisted
so that the information in the Index
would totally mirror the information in
the registers. In only a very few cases
did the transcriber modify the spelling
of a surname from that in the register.
However, during transcription, obviously
misspelled qiven names were often
changed. For example, "Samual" would be
corrected to "Samuel", or "Goerge" to
"George", etc. But even here, great care
was taken not to make a change on
presumption only.
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S-
This indicates the sex of the child; Male
or Female.
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MOTHER
This column was supposed to include the
maiden name of mother of the child.
However, many times the married name is
given rather than the maiden name. In
the cases where no surname appeared for
the mother, dashes were used to indicate
that fact. Note: in no case did the
transcriber apply the surname of the
father to the mother.

BOOK
-- This is the code (from 1 to 15) applied

to the birth registers .by vital
statistics. It is followed by a dash and
a number indicating the number for the
volume within the series of registers for
that particular county. For example,

> Book "1-2" indicates st. John County
(code 1), volume 2. The county (CO)
abbreviations and Book codes are as
follows:

{

\

\

ti"iii
I
\

\
\

earliest birth recorded is 1801. In
about four cases, an error by the
recorder indicates a nineteenth century
birth when the date is actually out by
100 years: thus 1925 became 1825. In
these cases, the incorrect date appears
in the BIRTHDATE column but the correct
date appears in parentheses in the CHILD
column. These entries were left in this
Index because they would not have been
included in the post-1899 index on
microfiche.

PLACE OF BIRTH
This is the place where the child was
born. Of course, most of the places of
birth were in the county where the
register was created, but not always.
There are many instances where births are
registered in adjoining, even distant,
counties. There are also births
registered which occurred in the united
states and overseas.

FATHER
This column contains the name of the
father of the child.
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CO-
This column contains the abbreviation of
the county where the reqister was
created. (It is not always the county of
the place of birth). The codes used for
the counties of New Brunswick are the
first two letters, excepting st. John
County where SJ is used. The list of
abbreviations is included with the Book
cod~s below.
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l' County

CodeBook

\

Saint JohnSJ1
Charlotte

CH2

Sunbury
SU3 no registers

Queens
QU4

Kings
KI5

I AlbertAL6

\

WestmorlandWE7 no registers
Kent

KE8
Northumberland NO

9
York

YO10
Carleton

CA11
Victoria

VI12
Madawaska

MA13
Restigouche

RE14
Gloucester

GL15

Post-1899 Entries in the Registers:

The post-1899 births recorded in the registers were
indexed by vital statistics in the 1980s and are on
microfiche. They are not yet available for public
inspection (1994).
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PAGE+NUMBER

This column contains the page in the
register on which the birth is recorded,
plus the registration number. A number
zero (#0) indicates that the births are
not numbered on that particular page.

FILM #
This is the number of the microfilm at
the Provincial Archives on which that
birth appears. These microfilms are not
yet available (1994) for research.

Provincial Archives of New Brunswick
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WHO APPEAR IN THE COUNTY REGISTERS OF BIRTH
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WHITELAW, MARY JANE YO 10-3 p.59 #6118 F14025

WHITELAW, MARY JANE YO 10-3 p.62 #6256 F14025

WHITEMAN, ----- YO 10-1 p.54 #23 F16110

WHITEMAN, ----- YO 10-1 p.50 #38 F16110

KI 5-1 p.60 #55 F13367

WHITENECT, EDITH KI 5-1 p.163 #2521 F13367

WHITENECT, EDITH KI 5-1 p.183 #3207 F13367

CHAPMAN, MARY JANE KI 5-1 p.3 #12 F13367

KI 5-1 p.60 #55 F13367

CHAPMAN, MARY JANE KI 5-1 p.3 #12 F13367

CHURCH, ISABELLA KI 5-1 p.17 #195 F13367

CHURCH, ISABELLA KI 5-1 p.17 #195 F13367

WHITHERS, LUCY GL 15-2 p.125 #987 F14033

WHITHERS, LUCY GL 15-2 p.125 #986 F14033

BROWNE, ALICE MAUD SJ 1-2 p.117 #1013 F14954i
BROWN, ALICE MAUD SJ 1-2 p.130 #188 F14954 "

BROWNE, ALICE MAUD SJ 1-2 p.117 #1013 F14954 I
BROWN, ALICE MAUD SJ 1-2 p.130 #188 F14954 ,81

WHITING, MINNIE F. SJ 1-2 p.63 #233 F14954

WHITING, MINNIE FAIRCHILD SJ 1-2 p.14 #453 F14954

WHITLAKE, MATILDA ELVINA YO 10-3 p.59 #6151 F14025

WHITLEY, JENNIE SJ 1-1 p.142 #823 F14037

WHITLEY, JENNIE HOLT SJ 1-1 p.41 #203 F14037

FOREMAN, MAUD YO 10-3 p.18 #2773 F14025

ESTEY, JOSEPHINE YO 10-1 p.48 #17 F16110

FOREMAN, MAUD YO 10-3 P .18 #2773 F14025

WHITLOCK, ----- YO 10-1 p.33 #35 F16110

WHITLOCK, ----- YO 10-1 p.35 #32 Fl6110 , /HYDE, SUSAN YO 10-1 p.39 #13 F16110r.!..1""3/
WHITLOCK, ----- YO 10-1 p.47 #36 Fl6110

WHITLOCK, ----- YO 10-1 p.51 #21 F16110

WHITLOCK, ----- ELIZABETH YO 10-1 p.96 #36 F16110

WHITLOCK, ACHSAH ANN YO 10-2 p.169 #717 F14025 ,\

HILLER, CATHERINE E. YO 10-3 p.51 #5776 F14025 Nr.U.)I/IJF~
ALLEN, SARA JANE YO 10-3 p.166 #11943 F14026 t-Jw.((oa~1f':
ARNOLD, EMILY YO 10-3 p.26 #3098 F14025Nt\-t'\t. ;
WHITLOCK, ANNIE ELIZABETH CH 2-1 p.149 #30 Fl3365 ,

"

j
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ALL CHILDREN, FATHERS & MOTHERS CHILDSBIRTHDATE PLACE OF BIRTHFATHER

WHITELAW, MARY JANE

BROWN, ARNOLD LEROYM16-01-1880FREDERICTONBROWN, JOHN WELCH

WHITELAW, MARY JANE

BROWN, JOHN ALEXANDERM12-11-1886FREDERICTONBROWN, JOHN WELCH

WHITEMAN, -----

GRIEVE, -----M19-07-1898HARVEYGRIEVE, THOMAS

WHITEMAN, -----

GRIEVE, -----M19-07-1898HARVEYGRIEVE, THOMAS

WHITENECT, -----

WHITENECT, -----F15-09-1896PENOBSQUISWHITENECT, GEORGE

WHITENECT, EDITH

GOGAN, FRANK M.M26-03-1893KNIGHTVILLEGOGAN, EDWARD

WHITENECT, EDITH

GOGAN, EDGAR GEORGEM10-02-1894KNIGHTVILLEGOGAN, EDWARD

WHITENECT, GEORGE
WHITENECT, PATIENCE MAYF28-03-1889CARDWELLWHITENECT, GEORGE

WHITENECT, GEORGE

WHITENECT, -----F15-09-1896PEN08SQUISWHITENECT, GEORGE

WHITENECT, PATIENCE MAY

WHITENECT, PATIENCE MAYF28-03-1889CARDWELLWHITENECT, GEORGE

WHITENELL, -----

WHITENELL, -----F11-11-1890CARDWELLWHITENELL, JAMES

WHITENELL, JAMES

WHITENELL, -----F11-11-1890CARDWELLWHITENELL, JAMES

WH ITHERS, LUCY
ARSENEAU, ~RY M.A.F04-08-1899BATHURSTARSENEAU, JOSEPH

WH ITHERS, LUCY
ARSENEAU, MARY LOUISEF04-08-1899BATHURSTARSENEAU, JOSEPH

WHITING, ELISHA
WHITING, HENRY WALLACEM26-10-1896SAINT JOHNWHITING, ELISHA

WHITING, ELISHA
WHITING, HENRY WALLACEM26-10-1896SAINT JOHNWHITING, ELISHA

WHITING, HENRY WALLACE

WHITING, HENRY WALLACEM26-10-1896SAINT JOHNWHITING, ELISHA

WHITING, HENRY WALLACE
WHITING, HENRY WALLACEM26-10-1896SAINT JOHNWHITING, ELISHA

WHITING, MINNIE F.
WHELPLEY, MINNIE LEOLA MARIONF12-03-1895SAINT JOHNWHELPLEY, ERNEST A.

WHITING, MINNIE FAIRCHILD
WHELPLEY, GEORGINA HELENF01-09-1893SAINT JOHNWHELPLEY, ALBERT ERNEST

WHITLAKE, MATILDA ELVINA
STEVENSON, GEORGE ALBERTM25-08-1860FREDERICTONSTEVENSON, JAMES H.

WHITLEY, ·JENNIE

GASS, -----M09-04-1892SAINT JOHNGASS, THOMAS B.

WHITLEY, JENNIE HOLT
GASS, NELLA ELIZABETHF24-08"-1888SAINT JOHNGASS, THOMAS BYRON

WHITLEY, JOHN

WHITLEY, WILLIAM JOHNM12-11-1899DEVON WHITLEY, JOHN

WHITLEY, PERCY HOWARD

WHITLEY, PERCY HOWARDM22-12-1897MARYSVILLEWHITTEY, JOHN

WHITLEY, WILLIAM JOHN

WHITLEY, WILLIAM JOHNM12-11-1899DEVON WHITLEY, JOHN

WHITLOCK, -----
WANDLESS, HELENF16-06-1895FREDERICTONWANDLESS, THOMAS

WH ITLOCK, -----
WANDLESS, -----F16-06-1895FREDERICTONWANDLESS, THOMAS

WHITLOCK, -----
WHITLOCK, -----F17-12-1896'GIBSONWHITLOCK, WILLIAM

WHITLOCK, -----
WANDLESS, -----F03-06-1897FREDERICTONWANDLESS, THOMAS

WHITLOCK, -----
BARTON, -----M25-06-1898GIBSONBARTON, CYRUS

WHITLOCK, ----- ELIZABETH
KIDD, SARAH ELIZABETH *F22-10-1897GIBSONKIDD, JAMES

WHITLOCK, ACHSAH ANN
MCADAM, CONSTANCE ETHELF01-04-1897FREDERICTONMCADAM, HARRY

WHITLOCK, ALBERT GEORGE
WHITLOCK, ALBERT GEORGEM19-02-1867MILLVILLEWHITLOCK, WILMOT wALKER

WHITLOCK, ALICE
WHITLOCK, ALICEF08-12-1884PENN lACWHITLOCK, WILLIAM JOSEPH

WHITLOCK, AMASA
WHITLOCK, AMASAM19-01-186zJ- FREDERICTON

WHITLOCK, HENRY
WHITLOCK, ANNIE ELIZABETH

ROY, EDITH GERTRUDEF18-01-1876loll LLTOWN"ROY, ANGUS STRATTON MOTHER CO BOOK PAGE+NUMBER FILM #
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